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3 Days tour to Petra Madaba and Wadi Rum
from Aqaba port

 Type  Run  Duration  Pick up

Private Every day 3 Days- 2 Nights 07:00 AM

 looking for a 3 Day Tour to Petra ,Wadi Rum and Madaba from Aqapa port . we can help you with all
Tours from Aqaba port. Explore the rose-colored city of Petra then venture into the desert
landscapes of Wadi Rum. Discover Madaba and the dead Sea.

 Inclusions:  Exclusions:

Meet and assist upon arrival and
departure.
2 Nights’ accommodation at 5*
hotels
Transportation by modern AC bus
with Wi-Fi and English-speaking
driver
Entrance fees to sites mentioned
in the program
Jeep safari in Wadi Rum for 2
hours
tour guide at touring days in the
program for 7 person and more
Unlimited mineral water per
person per day at tour.

Jordan departure tax.(Should be
included in the flight ticket )
Drinks during meals & lunches.
Personal expenses.
Drinks
Tips.
Any air fare
Any services not mentioned in the
program

Itinerary:

Are you looking for a 3 Day Tour to Petra ,Wadi Rum and Madaba from Aqapa port ? we can
help you with all Tours from Aqaba port . Explore the rose-colored city of Petra then venture
into the awe-inspiring desert landscapes of Wadi Rum. Discover Madaba the city that dates
from the Middle Bronze Age. relax in the dead sea the lowest point on the surface of the
earth,for a swim in its warm salty waters.
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 Days Table

First Day :Day 1 -Aqaba port - Wadi Rum

Upon your arrival at the Aqaba Port, our representative will be
waiting for you to assist. Then we will go in trip in Wadi Rum,
Jordan’s largest desert and one of the most spectacular desert
landscapes in the world. Enjoy a jeep tour with most beautiful view
while drinking a cup of traditional Bedouin tea.

transfer to the desert of Wadi Rum, Jordan’s largest desert and
one of the most spectacular desert landscapes in the world. Enjoy
a jeep tour inside the Wadi and the most beautiful view.

you will be transferred by an air-conditioned vehicle for about 40
minutes to the protected area of Wadi Rum.

Jordan’s Wadi Rum Protected Area is a UNESCO-listed desert
marvel of gorges, natural arches, cliffs, and caverns. Spend a day
touring this unforgettable landscape, which includes petroglyphs
and archaeological remains in addition to its natural wonders. A
traditional Bedouin lunch will fortify you for the adventure, and
you’ll even have a chance to try sandboarding on the tour.

In the afternoon, drive to Dead Sea. Overnight in Dead Sea.

Second Day :Day 2-Dead Sea – Madaba – Mount Nebo

After breakfast, we will visit The most spectacular site, Dead Sea,
which at 400 meters below sea level is the lowest body of water on
earth. Because the salt content is eight times that of most worlds’
oceans, you can float in the Dead Sea without even trying.
Swimming in the Dead Sea is a truly unique experience.

And then we will ahead to the Christian city of Madaba “the City of
Mosaics” which has the oldest known mosaic map of the Holy
Land. We will visit St Georges Church and mosaic maps of
Madaba. Then off to view the Jordan Valley from the famous
Mount Nebo and visit it’s Byzantine Church.

Then we will go to Petra to spend the night there.
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Third Day :Day 3-Petra- Aqaba Port Departure

After breakfast, we will visit Petra:

start the visit of the ancient Nabatean capital on horseback and
then take a walk through the Siq, a long narrow fissure between
two overhanging cliffs and proceed to gradually unfold the
mysteries of the Rose-Red City with its spectacular treasury, Royal
Tombs, burial chambers and High Place of Sacrifice.tart the visit of
the ancient Nabatean capital on horseback and then take a walk
through the Siq, a long narrow fissure between two overhanging
cliffs and proceed to gradually unfold the mysteries of the Rose-
Red City with its spectacular treasury, Royal Tombs, burial
chambers and High Place of Sacrifice.

And go to Little Petra which is located in Beida. Little Petra was
thought to have served as an agricultural center, trading suburb
and re-supply post for camel caravans. At Little Petra’s entrance,
there is a classical temple guarding a narrow, 350-meter entrance
ravine called Siq al-Barid (Cold Canyon, in Arabic).

Then you will ahead to Aqaba to leave from Aqaba port
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Price:

 874 Dollar PER Double ($ Discount 5% ) --  920 

 795 Euro PER Transfer ( € Discount 5% ) --  837  

 699 GBP PER Transfer (£ Discount 5%) --  837  

 Discount Code "loveegypt"

 Spechial Offer For Groups And Childeren (Below 12 ) 50% Discount 

 Book Now
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